Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

Word
supersede ®

v. [take the place of; make useless or obsolete] outmode;
replace; succeed; supplant

supplicant

adj. [requesting humbly and earnestly] imploring; beseeching;
suppliant. Also N. v. supplicate
Analogy: supplicant : beseeching :: coquette : flirtatious

supposition ®

n. [a message expressing an opinion based on incomplete
evidence] conjecture; surmise; hypothesis; guess

swathe

v. [to wrap around] bandage; envelop; enclose

swill

v. [to drink greedily or in large quantity, esp. alcoholic drinks]
guzzle; gulp; quaff

sip

Analogy: swill : sip :: gobble : nibble
sybarite

n. [a person who is attached to luxury and pleasures of the
senses] voluptuary; sensualist; epicurean; hedonist

ascetic

synthesis

n. [the combination of parts, elements, ideas into a complex
whole] combination; integration

analysis

synthetic

1.
2.

tacit ®

adj. [not expressed directly, but understood] implied; implicit;
unspoken

adj. [not real or genuine] counterfeit; artificial
adj. [man-made] manufactured
expressly stated; explicit

Analogy: tacit : infer :: encode : decode
tactful

adj. [showing a sense of what is right and showing skill in
dealing with others] urbane; suave; politic; diplomatic

gauche; uncivil; tactless

tangential ®

adj. [only slightly connected; not central] digressing; digressive;
diverging; divergent; irrelevant; peripheral

relevant; central

tantalize

v. [to tease or harass by promising something desirable and
then withholding it] torment; taunt; entice; bait

satiate; assuage; alleviate

tenuous ®

1.

1.

2.

adj. [having little substance] gossamer; slight;
insubstantial
adj. [thin] slender; slim

1.
2.

adj. [moderately warm] lukewarm
adj. [lacking enthusiasm] half-hearted

1.
2.

1.

n. [part that forms the end] terminus; extremity; limit. Also
adj.
n. [either one end of the transport route, as for a airplane,
bus or train] terminus
adj. [causing or ending in or approaching death] mortal;
incurable

tepid

terminal

2.
3.

Analogy: terminal : trip :: epilogue : story
tickle

1.
2.

v. [to stimulate by a light touch] titillate; caress
v. [to excite mentally or emotionally] stimulate; delight;
amuse

tightwad

n. [a stingy or miserly person] miser; niggard; scrimp; skinflint;
cheapskate

tirade ®

n. [long and forceful speech of denunciation] harangue;
diatribe; invective; declamation
Analogy: tirade : anger :: burlesque : mockery

substantial

ardent; ebullient;
perfervid; vehement

